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Power Your Review and Discovery
Get your project moving fast with Cataphora’s
unique patent-pending processing. Our pow-
erful, intuitive interface provides your team with
the most efficient review environment available.
When you are faced with aggressive deadlines,
every day counts toward preparing the best
possible case. And more efficient review means
fewer errors and significantly lower review costs.
Get unparalleled insight into your review.
CEvidence helps you proactively manage your
review by giving you the best insight into the
data. Powerful management features let you see
exactly how the review effort is progressing. You
are better placed than ever before to manage
review strategy.

You’re in charge of every aspect of electronic
evidence review, analysis and investigation from
the very outset. You get results fast, so you can

make informed, early decisions about case strat-
egy based on unparalleled insight and mastery
of the data. The CEvidence platform is su-
premely configurable to fit your processes.

Quickly find the right data. To start, we can
put aside duplicate documents, spam and junk
e-mail, and do so with supreme precision. Our
automated pre-review can highlight potentially
responsive documents, or those that may con-
tain especially pertinent information.

Apply a proven solution that has been success-
fully used by leading law firms, Fortune 100 cor-
porations, and major government regulatory
and investigative agencies. It is used on a wide
variety of matters such as SEC investigations,
product liability lawsuits, fraud, and second re-
quests, to name just a few.

Full Document Context
C-Evidence is the only review and analysis tool to provide full
document context for evidence review.

Other review tools identify “similar” documents based on words that
occur within documents. Only CEvidence automatically analyzes the full
context of a document by pulling information from other related
documents, e-mail messages and other sources. So results are not
confined to just the context provided by the words in any individual
document.

Only by putting this advanced technology to work for you, can you
accurately and efficiently identify the truly important evidence for your
matter.

ProductionIntake Process Review

Automated pre-categorization gets
your project off to a flying start

Fight or Flight - Does it make sense to settle?
With CEvidence you can quickly assess the merits
of a case and determine the best course of action.
Being able to do this faster than the opposite side
puts you into the driver’s seat.

Efficient review decisions result from
presentation of related documents in
context as a group, not as individual,
scattered items

Analytics show you the big picture,
allowing you to pinpoint missing or
suspicious evidence

Powerful management features
let you track the progress of your
review and manage resources
efficiently
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C-Evidence and Document Context

This allows C-Evidence to present each document with related documents that
come before it, with it, and after it. By seeing what writers and readers of a
document knew at the time, and what they wrote and did afterwards, reviewers
and investigators can understand the real significance of each piece of evi-
dence – and can do so more
quickly than ever before.

Cataphora’s C-Evidence review
and analysis is the most advanced
software that you can bring to
bear on electronic evidence. We
take the data for your matter and
process it using our powerful
systems, which we have developed
specifically for the legal profession.
Our unique processing prepares
the data for the fastest, most
accurate, most cost-effective
review in the business.

You can access the results over a secure Internet connection using an industry-
standard World Wide Web browser. What you will see is a system that has been
configured to your needs and to reflect the specifics of the matter. For review,
we provide an efficient workflow that supports fast, accurate review decisions.
For analysis, you get intuitive graphics that shine a powerful light on the big
picture.

About Cataphora

Cataphora Inc. is the creator of C-Evidence, the most powerful platform for
review and analysis of electronic evidence.

Our headquarters are conveniently located in the San Francisco Bay Area, a
short freeway drive south of San Francisco International Airport.

1400 Bridge Parkway, Suite 203
Redwood City, CA
94065-1158
(650) 622-9840
(650) 622-9844 (fax)
info@cataphora.com

The C-Evidence service – built on
our own software platform – is the
only one that gives you all three
of these crucial benefits:

· Get it right
· Get it fast
· Get it cost effectively

Don’t compromise. Put
C-Evidence to work for you!
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